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    Introduction 
 Neurons are exquisitely polarized with axons and dendrites spe-

cialized for sending or receiving information (for review see 

 Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007 ). They arise from polarized neural 

progenitors that divide asymmetrically (for review see  Solecki 

et al., 2006 ). One key question in neural development is how 

polarity is established and maintained. Neural polarity requires 

conserved machinery used in all animal cells, including Rho 

family and Par proteins. The Par3 – Par6 – aPKC complex is an 

apical marker in epithelial cells and neural precursors and plays 

critical roles in asymmetric distributing cell fate determinants 

and aligning mitotic spindles (for reviews see  Watabe-Uchida 

et al., 2006 ;  Goldstein and Macara, 2007 ). 

 One superb model of neuronal polarity is cultured hippo-

campal neurons (for review see  Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007 ). 

They undergo ordered changes from multipolar extension of many 

immature neurites to selection of one as the axon followed by rapid 

axon growth. Other neurites become dendrites. The Par3 complex 

localizes to nascent axon tips, and altering Par protein function 

disrupts polarity and thus axon outgrowth. To infl uence axon out-

growth, the axon selection machinery must infl uence the actin and 

microtubule (MT) cytoskeletons. The Par complex is proposed to 

regulate GSK3 kinase, which in turn regulates MT-associated pro-

teins like Tau and adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), linking the 

Par complex, the cytoskeleton, and axon outgrowth (for reviews 

see  Solecki et al., 2006 ;  Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007 ). 

 APC is an attractive candidate polarity regulator. APC and 

GSK3 negatively regulate the Wnt effector  � -catenin ( � -cat), 

and Wnt signaling can shape cell polarity ( N ä thke, 2006 ). APC 

plays a separate role in cytoskeletal regulation in part through 

effects on MT stability and cortical association ( N ä thke, 2006 ). 

One illustrative example involves polarized astrocyte migration 

in which APC is suggested to act at the end of a cdc42 – GSK3 –

 Par complex pathway ( Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003 ). APCs 

may also regulate neural precursor polarity. In fl y embryos, 

neural precursors (neuroblasts [NBs]) divide asymmetrically, 

whereas other ectodermal cells divide symmetrically. APC2 

RNAi depletion led epidermal cells to divide asymmetrically 
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on dominant-negative approaches suggest that the 
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regulator of Wnt signaling and the cytoskeleton, regu-

lates polarity of neuroectodermal precursors and neu-

rons, helping specify one neurite as the axon, promoting 

its outgrowth, and guiding axon pathfi nding. However, 

such dominant-negative approaches might affect pro-

cesses in which APC is not essential. We completely re-

moved both APCs from  Drosophila melanogaster  larval 

neural precursors and neurons, testing whether APCs 

play universal roles in neuronal polarity. Surprisingly, 

APCs are not essential for asymmetric cell division or the 

stereotyped division axis of central brain (CB) neuro-

blasts, although they do affect cell cycle progression and 

spindle architecture. Likewise, CB, lobular plug, and 

mushroom body neurons do not require APCs for polar-

ization, axon outgrowth, or, in the latter two cases, axon 

targeting. These data suggest that proposed cytoskeletal 

roles for APCs in mammals should be reassessed using 

loss of function tools.
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of asymmetric divisions, giving rise to ganglion mother cells 

(GMCs) that remain associated with the NB ( Fig. 1 B ). Progeny 

of GMCs remain associated as a cluster and differentiate as neu-

rons. CB NB asymmetric divisions occur with a persistent spin-

dle orientation with each new daughter born next to the previous 

daughter ( Akong et al., 2002 ). This persistent orientation is 

thought to involve a series of cues, including a fi xed centro-

some, cortical cues, and cortical interactions of astral MTs 

( Siller et al., 2005 ,  2006 ;  Rebollo et al., 2007 ;  Rusan and Peifer, 

2007 ). APC2 ’ s striking asymmetric localization suggested it 

helps orient spindles as it does in the  Drosophila  male germline 

( Yamashita et al., 2003 ). 

 To test this hypothesis, we generated CB NBs double mu-

tant for both APC proteins in otherwise wild-type hosts. Both 

fl ies and mammals have only two APC family members.  Dro-
sophila  offers unique tools allowing us to completely eliminate 

APC function using well-characterized protein-null alleles 

of both genes.  APC2 g10   has a stop codon in the Arm repeats 

(Fig. S1 A, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/

jcb.200807079/DC1) and is clearly protein null, as we demon-

strated by immunoblotting with an N-terminal antibody;  APC2 g10   
does not produce detectable truncated proteins, whereas alleles 

with later stop codons do so ( McCartney et al., 2006 ).  APC1 Q8   
also truncates APC1 very early in the second of seven Arm re-

peats (Fig. S1 A). It is protein null with APC1 antibody ( Ahmed 

et al., 1998 ). Maternal-zygotic  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   double mutant 

embryos die with strongly activated Wnt signaling; cell fates 

and Arm levels are similar to those of null alleles of other de-

struction complex proteins ( McCartney et al., 2006 ). We used 

mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker (MARCM;  Lee 

and Luo, 2001 ) to generate GFP-marked double null mutant cells 

( APC2 g10  APC1 Q8  ) with GFP-marked wild-type clones as con-

trols. In some cases, we also generated cells null for  APC1  and 

carrying  APC2 d40  .  APC2 d40   produces strongly reduced levels of 

a truncated protein like those seen in human tumors and is strong 

but not null with respect to Wnt signaling. It also has dominant-

negative effects on cytoskeletal events in syncytial embryos 

( McCartney et al., 2006 ). To ensure that all residual wild-type 

APC was depleted or diluted, we waited 3 – 4 d after induction; 

during this time, CB NBs undergo 30 – 50 divisions, and clone 

volume increases  � 20-fold. We confi rmed APC2 depletion by 

APC2 antibody staining  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8   clones; perdurant wild-

type protein plus levels of truncated  APC2 d40   protein were re-

duced to background levels (Fig. S1, compare B with C). APC1 

protein accumulates at low levels in NBs and high levels in 

neuronal axons; this staining is abolished in  APC1 Q8   mutants 

( Akong et al., 2002 ). To confi rm that residual wild-type APC1 

was depleted in  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   clones, we stained these with 

APC1 antibody ( Hayashi et al., 1997 ). Staining was reduced to 

background levels (Fig. S2), which was especially apparent in 

CB neuron axons where staining is usually prominent. 

 We hypothesized that loss of both APCs would abrogate 

asymmetric division or eliminate persistent spindle alignment. 

Surprisingly, neither property was disrupted. We assessed asym-

metric divisions using CD8-GFP, revealing membranes, nuclei, 

and spindles ( Fig. 1, D and E ), or Tau-GFP, marking spindles 

( Fig. 1, F and G ). Double mutant NBs (both  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   

like NBs ( Lu et al., 2001 ). In other stem cell types, APCs help 

orient mitotic spindles ( Yamashita et al., 2003 ) or regulate exit 

from the stem cell fate ( van de Wetering et al., 2002 ), which are 

roles they might also play in neural precursors. 

 Several studies suggest that APC is essential for neuronal 

polarity and axon extension. The Snider and Jan laboratories pro-

vided the fi rst connection ( Shi et al., 2004 ;  Zhou et al., 2004 ). 

NGF triggers GSK3 inactivation specifi cally at axon tips, allow-

ing APC to localize there. When they misexpressed truncated 

APCs that they propose are dominant negative, axon outgrowth 

was signifi cantly reduced.  Zhou et al. (2004)  proposed that local 

GSK3 inhibition in growth cones allows APC to regulate MTs. 

 Shi et al. (2004)  suggested that APC helps transport Par3 to the 

axon tip. Several papers extended these studies but suggested 

other mechanisms. One suggested that GSK3 and APC act, at 

least in part, through  � -cat via direct cytoskeletal/adhesive effects 

and via Wnt signaling ( Votin et al., 2005 ). The other suggested 

that GSK3 regulates membrane traffi cking to neurites, perhaps 

via APC ( Gartner et al., 2006 ;  Collin et al., 2008 ). Finally, APC 

inactivation by CALI (chromophore-assisted laser inactivation) 

affects growth cone migration ( Koester et al., 2007 ), suggesting 

an additional role in axon guidance. These studies suggest that 

APC is a GSK3 effector acting on the cytoskeleton to direct axon 

polarization, outgrowth, and guidance, a model now widely ac-

cepted in reviews (for reviews see  Arimura and Kaibuchi, 2007 ; 

 Goldstein and Macara, 2007 ) and textbooks ( Squire et al., 2008 ). 

 These experiments have two important caveats. First, none 

used genetic loss of function to reduce or eliminate APC function; 

instead, they expressed truncated APC fragments, reasoning that 

these are dominant negative, or used CALI to inactivate APC and 

possibly its binding partners. Because APC has many cytoskeletal 

partners, truncated APCs may sequester these in inactive complexes 

and thus have indirect effects ( McCartney et al., 2006 ). These is-

sues are critical, as is shown by Par3. Although cell culture studies 

supported a Par3 role in neuronal polarity, (e.g.,  Shi et al., 2003 ) 

loss of function analysis in  Drosophila   melanogaster  demonstrated 

that this is not an essential Par3 function ( Rolls and Doe, 2004 ). 

Second, most studies did not consider the possibility that APC in-

activation alters Wnt signaling. Because Wnts regulate asymmetric 

divisions, neuronal migration, and axon outgrowth in  Caenorhab-
ditis elegans  ( Silhankova and Korswagen, 2007 ) and inhibit NGF-

induced neurite outgrowth in culture ( Chou et al., 2000 ), APC 

might affect axon outgrowth by affecting Wnt signaling. 

 We tested the hypothesis that APCs play a fundamental 

cytoskeletal role in polarity of neuronal progenitors and neu-

rons. In  Drosophila , we have the unique ability to simultane-

ously eliminate function of both APCs using protein-null alleles, 

revealing how complete APC loss affects polarization of neural 

precursors and their neuronal progeny. 

 Results and discussion 
 APCs are not essential for asymmetric 
division or spindle orientation in central 
brain (CB) NBs 
 APC2 is asymmetrically localized in larval CB NBs ( Fig. 1, A – C ; 

 Akong et al., 2002 ). These neural progenitors undergo a series 
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 Figure 1.    CB NBs do not require APCs for asymmetric cell division.  (A) Larval brain. (B) CB NB, GMCs, neurons, and their fasciculated axons 
and target. (C) Asymmetric APC2 localization in CB NB (arrow). (D – G) Time-lapse images, wild-type, or double mutant NBs from nuclear envelope 
breakdown through next interphase. In all panels, NB divides asymmetrically (fourth column, brackets). White arrows, contractile ring; yellow 
arrows, new GMC. (D) Wild-type control clone. CD8::GFP marks cell membrane, nuclei, and spindle. (inset) Different plane of focus showing nuclear 
envelope. (E)  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8  , CD8::GFP. (F) Control clone, Tau::GFP marking MTs. (G)  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8  , Tau::GFP. Time is given in minutes:seconds. 
Bars, 10  μ m.   
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 Figure 2.    CB NBs do not require APCs for persistent spindle positioning.  (A – C) Time-lapse images; NB clones followed for two rounds of division. Tau::
GFP (A and B) or CD8::GFP (C). Arrowheads, GMCs from fi rst round of division; arrows, GMCs from second round. (A) Control clone. (B)  APC2 d40 APC1 Q8   
clone. (C)  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   clone. The GMC from the fi rst round does not remain in focus during the second round. (D – H) Bent spindle phenotype. 
(D and E) Fixed samples. (D) Wild type (WT). (E)  APC2 g10 APC1 Q8  . (F – H) Time lapse of NB clones, prophase, metaphase, and one frame before anaphase 
onset (AO). (F) Control. (G)  APC2 d40 APC1 Q8   transitioning through bent spindle intermediate. Dashed circles outline NB. (H)  APC2 d40 APC1 Q8   without bent 
spindle. Time is given in hours:minutes:seconds. Bars,10  μ m.   
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207TESTING APC ROLES IN NEURONAL POLARITY  • Rusan et al. 

and  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8  ) exhibited apparently normal asymmet-

ric divisions with high fi delity ( Fig. 1, D – G ; Table S1, and 

Videos 1 – 3, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/

jcb.200807079/DC1). Furthermore, mutant NBs maintained a 

persistent division axis as in wild type, with the new daughter 

always born next to the previous daughter ( Fig. 2, A – C ; Table S1, 

and Videos 4 – 6). Because cortical polarity proteins regulate spin-

dle alignment in many cell types, we examined the relationship 

between cortical polarity and spindle orientation. This was 

normal for both apical (aPKC; Fig. S3, A and B) and basal 

(Miranda; Fig. S3, C and D) markers. Finally, adherens junction 

proteins remained asymmetrically localized (Fig. S3, E – J). Thus, 

APCs are not essential for the decision between symmetric and 

asymmetric divisions here, as was suggested in embryos ( Lu et al., 

2001 ). Furthermore, APC loss must not eliminate MT – cortical 

interactions critical for CB NB spindle orientation ( Siller et al., 

2005 ,  2006 ), as loss of APC does in some cultured mammalian 

cells ( Green and Kaplan, 2003 ;  Caldwell et al., 2007 ). 

 APC loss affects spindle structure and the 
cell cycle 
 APC loss was not without consequence. Mammalian APC can 

regulate spindle structure, and APC loss can alter cell cycle 

progression, perhaps via the spindle assembly checkpoint 

( Dikovskaya et al., 2004 ,  2007 ). We examined both parameters 

in  APC  double mutants. Although spindle structure was grossly 

normal, a subset of cells exhibited spindle defects. Wild-type 

spindles are symmetric and straight along the axis between cen-

trosomes (98% are symmetric, with only 2% (1/54) of spindles 

bent to follow the cortex;  Fig. 2 D ). In APC double mutants, 

bent spindle frequency was significantly increased; 17% of 

 APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   NBs had bent spindles (4/24; P  <  0.05;  Fig. 2 E ). 

Our live imaging revealed that this is transient and was cor-

rected before mitotic exit (4/21  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8   NBs imaged 

live had bent spindles;  Fig. 2 G ). 

  APC  mutant mammalian cells exhibit cell cycle altera-

tions, although studies differ on whether anaphase onset is de-

layed ( Draviam et al., 2006 ) or occurs prematurely ( Dikovskaya 

 Table I.    Analysis of NB mitosis and cell cycle  

Genotype Duration of mitosis  
 NEB – anaphase onset

Cell cycle length  
 NEB – NEB

 min/s  min 

Wild-type clones 7:41  ±  3:05  
 ( n  = 26)

73  ±  16  
 ( n  = 11)

 APC2 d40  APC1 q8  9:39  ±  4:13 a   
 ( n  = 21)

87  ±  20  
 ( n  = 9)

Wild-type clones 8:51  ±  3:29  
 ( n  = 24)

79  ±  41  
 ( n  = 11)

 APC2 g10  APC1 q8  11:33  ±  4:03 b,c   
 ( n  = 35)

127  ±  24 b,d   
 ( n  = 14)

All measurements include only the fi rst and second imaged cell cycles per cell to reduce possible ambiguous results caused by light damage or prolonged culturing. 
NEB, nuclear envelope breakdown.  n , number of clones analyzed.

 a P  <  0.05 when compared with wild-type controls.

 b P  <  0.01 when compared with wild-type controls.

 c P  <  0.05 when compared with  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8  .

 d P  <  0.001 when compared with  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8  .

et al., 2007 ). Thus, we explored cell cycle length in  APC  dou-

ble mutant CB NBs. In  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   double null NBs, the 

cell cycle and mitosis duration were signifi cantly prolonged 

( Table I ), mimicking delays seen in some mammalian cells af-

ter APC loss ( Draviam et al., 2006 ).  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8   NBs had 

subtle changes in cell cycle length, whereas mitosis duration 

was slightly increased, consistent with this allele ’ s hypomorphic 

nature ( Table I ). Thus, CB NBs completely lacking APC function 

have defects in cell cycle progression and spindle regulation, 

but these are not severe enough to disrupt asymmetric division. 

 CB neurons do not require APCs for 
polarization, axon outgrowth, 
or fasciculation 
 Many studies suggest that APCs play key roles in neural polar-

ization and axon outgrowth (see Introduction). However, these 

studies involved dominant-negative rather than loss of function 

approaches. CB neurons provide a good place to test APC roles 

using loss of function. They form a cluster and extend axons in 

a single fasciculated nerve ( Fig. 3, A  [left] and  B ). These axons 

accumulate both APCs ( Akong et al., 2002 ). Thus, we hypothe-

sized that APCs might regulate neuronal polarization, axon out-

growth, or axon fasciculation. 

 To test this, we generated CB neurons completely lacking 

both APCs or null for  APC1  and carrying the truncation allele 

 APC2 d40   (clones were GFP marked by MARCM). In control 

clones, CB neurons remain associated and send out a single fas-

ciculated nerve ( Fig. 3, D and G ). In striking contrast to predic-

tions from dominant-negative studies in mammals ( Shi et al., 

2004 ;  Zhou et al., 2004 ;  Votin et al., 2005 ), double mutant CB 

neurons successfully initiate and extend an axon ( Fig. 3, C, E, F, 

H, and I ). Furthermore, their axons fasciculate to form a single 

nerve. In wild type, actin and  Drosophila  E-cadherin accumu-

late at high levels in fasciculated axons ( Fig. 3, B  [glancing sec-

tion along fasciculated axons] and  J , [white arrows, axon in 

cross section]). In  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   double null axons, both pro-

teins had a similar polarized accumulation ( Fig. 3 J , yellow 

arrows). Thus, in these neurons, APCs are dispensable for axon 
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tinct axon projection patterns ( Pereanu and Hartenstein, 2006 ), 

making it very diffi cult to assess precision of axon targeting in 

clonally derived mutant neurons. Thus, we turned to two other lar-

val neuronal populations with stereotyped axon projection pat-

terns. We fi rst examined lobular plug neurons, which have cell 

bodies at the lateral edge of the optic lobe and axons projecting 

medially to the laminar neuropil ( Fig. 3 A , right). Clonal lobular 

neurons double null for both  APC s had axonal projections indistin-

guishable from control wild-type clones; they polarized and sent 

polarization and outgrowth, suggesting APCs do not regulate 

these processes in all neurons. 

 APCs are not essential for axon outgrowth 
or targeting in other larval neurons 
 APCs are also suggested to regulate growth cone guidance in cul-

ture ( Koester et al., 2007 ). Thus, we tested whether APCs play 

general roles in this process. One disadvantage of CB NBs is that 

there are  � 100 CB NBs and neuronal progeny of each have dis-

 Figure 3.    APCs are not required for axon outgrowth and fasciculation.  (A) Cartoon of axon projections, CB NBs (left), and lobullar plug neurons (right). 
(B – N) Third instar brains, genotypes, and antigens as indicated. (B)  Drosophila  E-cadherin enriched in CB NB, neurons, and axons (yellow arrow). 
(C)  APC2 g10 APC1 Q8   clone in the context of the brain lobe. Axons, yellow arrow. (D – M) CB NB clones, clonal cells marked with CD8-GFP. (E – J) Red ar-
rows, CB NBs; yellow arrows or arrowheads, axons of progeny of particular NBs; asterisks, GFP-labeled clones in other cell types. (J) Cross sections of 
fasciculated axons of several CB NBs; yellow arrows,  APC2 g10 APC1 Q8   mutant clone; white arrows, wild type. (K – M). Wild-type or mutant clones of lobular 
plug neurons. (L) Purple arrow indicates the axon target in laminar neuropil. Bars, 10  μ m.   
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209TESTING APC ROLES IN NEURONAL POLARITY  • Rusan et al. 

neurons differentiated, polarized, and sent out axons and den-

drites normally. 25/26 clones had normal axon architecture ( Fig. 4, 

D and H ). One clone made an axon outgrowth error ( Fig. 4, I 

and I �  ), which may refl ect a modest role for APCs in this complex 

guidance decision or may be a random error unrelated to APC. 

 There are larval neurons where APC does regulate axon 

outgrowth, those in the anterior medulla. However, medullar axon 

outgrowth defects result from activated Wnt signaling caused 

by APC loss rather than APC cytoskeletal roles ( Fig. 4, J and K ; 

 Hayden et al., 2007 ). Thus, we tested whether activated Wnt 

signaling alters MB axons by expressing activated Armadillo, 

the Wnt effector. This had no effect ( Fig. 4 , L and M), suggest-

ing MB neurons do not respond to Wnt signaling. Activated 

Wnt signaling also does not alter CB neuron axon outgrowth 

out axons that projected medially to the neuropil ( Fig. 3, K – M ). 

Thus, APCs are not essential for axon outgrowth or guidance deci-

sions of these neurons with relatively simple axon trajectories. 

 Our fi nal test used some of the best characterized larval 

neurons, the mushroom body (MB;  Heisenberg, 2003 ). They 

have highly reproducible axon and dendrite projections with 

fasciculated axons that fi rst project ventrally and then turn and 

bifurcate in separate dorsal and medial projections (we visual-

ized MBs using the MB-specifi c GAL4201Y driver;  Fig. 4, A, 

B, E, and F ;  Yang et al., 1995 ). We generated control and 

 APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   double null mutant clones and specifi cally 

visualized clones arising in MBs (see Materials and methods). 

In control clones, MB axon projections were normal ( n  = 12;  Fig. 4, 

C and G ). In  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   double null mutant clones, MB 

 Figure 4.    APCs are not required for MB axon targeting.  (A and E) Posterior-dorsal (A) and anterior views (E) of third instar MB. Cell body cluster plus 
dendritic region (blue), peduncle (P, yellow), and medial (M, pink) and dorsal (D, green) axon projections. (B and F) Wild type. (C and G) Control wild-
type clones. (D and H)  APC2 g10 APC1 Q8   clones. Asterisks, brain hemispheres where a clone was not induced. (I and I ’ ) Pathfi nding error. (I ’ ) Enlargement 
of area is shown in dashed square. White arrow indicates error, and yellow arrow indicates normal axon trajectory. (J and K) Wild-type and APC double 
null medullar neurons. Arrow indicates axon outgrowth defect. (L and M) MBs expressing  arm S10  . Bars, 50  μ m.   
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2007 ;  Silhankova and Korswagen, 2007 ). Perhaps Wnts regu-

late hippocampal axon outgrowth. Interestingly, while our man-

uscript was under review, a study appeared suggesting that Wnt 

signals regulate growth cone structure and migration in cultured 

dorsal root ganglion neurons, perhaps via changes in APC lo-

calization ( Purro et al., 2008 ). Of course, it is possible that 

machinery regulating neuronal polarity differs between fl ies 

and mammals, although this is not the case for epithelial polarity 

(for review see  Goldstein and Macara, 2007 ). 

 These possibilities can now be tested in mice. Conditional 

APC knockout in the developing brain would directly test 

whether APC is critical for axon outgrowth. Furthermore, if ef-

fects are seen, one can test whether these are mediated by Wnt 

signaling using activated  � -cat and dominant-negative TCF 

(T cell factor) to activate or block Wnt signaling. Similar work 

revealed that APC ’ s role in chromosome instability is mediated, 

at least in part, via Wnt signaling ( Aoki et al., 2007 ). Our results 

suggest that these experiments should be a high priority for fu-

ture research. 

 Materials and methods 
 Fly strain and genetic crosses 
 Genes and alleles are described at Flybase.org. Experiments were per-
formed at 25 ° C. Control and mutant clones were generated using the 
MARCM technique ( Lee and Luo, 2001 ). In brief, we used a 3-h heat shock 
at 37 ° C to induce expression of a heat shock promoter-driven fl ippase 48 h 
after egg laying. This induces mitotic recombination to remove the re-
pressor Gal80 and generate homozygous mutant cells that express GFP. 
Wild-type clones or clones doube mutant for  APC2  and  APC1  were gener-
ated by crossing  hsFlp,mCD8::GFP;;tubGal4,FRT82B Gal80/TM6 Tb  or 
 hsFlp,mCD8::GFP;UAS-Tau::GFP;tubGal4,FRT82B Gal80/TM6 Tb  males 
to  FRT82B  or  FRT82B APC2 (d40    or    g10)  APC1 Q8 /TM6 Tb  females. Non-Tb fe-
male crawling third instar larvae were dissected for both live and fi xed 
analysis. For MB clones, we replaced the tubGal4 driver with the MB-
 specifi c driver Gal4(201) to visualize GFP market clones in the MBs only. 
Thus, the males from the previous cross were replaced with  hsFlp,mCD8::
GFP;Gal4-201Y/+;FRT82B Gal80/+ . In the MB scheme, we were able to 
select for Gal80-expressing brains and against a wild-type brain because 
Gal4-201 drives expression in a subset of cells in the ventral nerve cord. 
Any brain that expressed GFP in these cells had received a wild-type third 
chromosome from the father and was not analyzed. 

 Live cell imaging of NBs 
 Crawling third instar larvae were dissected in Schneider ’ s  Drosophila  me-
dium (Invitrogen). The entire brain was explanted and placed in a 40- μ l 
drop of Schneider ’ s  Drosophila  medium in the middle of a gas-permeable 
membrane (petriPERM; Sigma-Aldrich). This drop was surrounded by four 
drops of Halocarbon oil 700 (Halocarbon Products Corp.) to form the 
shape of the fi ve on dice. A #1.5 glass coverslip was placed on top of the 
fi ve drops. A kimwipe was used to wick away oil and media from the edge 
of the coverslip until the coverslip came in full contact with the brain. 
The brain was left intact and was not allowed to explode under the weight 
of the coverslip. 

 Samples were imaged using a spinning-disk confocal (Yokogawa; 
PerkinElmer) mounted on a microscope (Eclipse TE300; Nikon), which is 
equipped with an interline transfer-cooled charge-coupled device camera 
(ORCA-ER; Hamamatsu Photonics), a z-focus motor (Prior Scientifi c), an ex-
citation and emission wheel controlled by the Lambda 10 – 2 controller (Sut-
ter Instrument Co.), and emission fi lters (Semrock). 100 ×  1.4 NA, 60 ×  1.4 
NA, and 40 ×  oil 1.3 NA objectives were used. All microscope hardware 
was controlled by MetaMorph (MDS Analytical Technologies). All images 
were processed for brightness and contrast and prepared for publication 
using Photoshop (CS3; Adobe Systems, Inc.). 

 Immunostaining 
 Brains were fi xed in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS for 15 min, blocked in 1% 
normal goat serum for 3 h, and stained in a microcentrifuge tube in primary 

( Akong et al., 2002 ). Thus, our data suggest that in axons where 

Wnt signaling is not crucial, axon outgrowth and targeting do 

not require APC. 

 Together, our data provide the fi rst direct test of the hy-

pothesis that APC is a universal mediator of symmetric versus 

asymmetric divisions or axon polarization and outgrowth in 

vivo. APCs play key roles in asymmetric divisions in male 

germline stem cells ( Yamashita et al., 2003 ). RNAi in the em-

bryonic ectoderm also suggested a role in division symmetry 

( Lu et al., 2001 ), although a subsequent loss of function study 

called this into question ( McCartney et al., 2006 ). CB NBs do 

not require APCs for division asymmetry or persistent spindle 

orientation despite APC2 ’ s striking asymmetric localization. 

 APC -null cells also undergo asymmetric divisions in the larval 

medulla ( Hayden et al., 2007 ), whose architecture is epithelial 

and thus more like the mammalian cortex. Thus, APCs do not 

play a key instructive role in matching cortical polarity to spin-

dle cues in CB NBs. We cannot rule out a supporting role in CB 

NBs, which helps to ensure extremely high fi delity asymmetric 

division, perhaps acting in parallel with other pathways like 

those mediated by Mud or the apical polarity cues. Perhaps 

in different tissues, different pathways work additively but the 

contributions of each vary. Clearly, in the male germline, loss of 

APCs disrupts the fi delity of asymmetric division, but even in 

that tissue APC mutant spindles are mispositioned in only a 

subset of cells ( Yamashita et al., 2003 ). This could be tested by 

double mutant analysis. 

 APC loss did prolong the cell cycle, as occurs in mamma-

lian cells ( Draviam et al., 2006 ), but this delay did not prevent 

successful completion of mitosis. Spindle structure was also af-

fected with an increased frequency of bent spindles, but these 

defects did not disrupt asymmetric division. 

 We next tested the hypothesis that APCs are key effectors 

of neuronal polarity, axon outgrowth, and growth cone guidance 

( Shi et al., 2004 ;  Zhou et al., 2004 ;  Votin et al., 2005 ;  Koester 

et al., 2007 ). However, in three different neuronal populations, 

axon outgrowth and fasciculation were normal in APC ’ s ab-

sence, and in lobular plug and MB neurons, axon targeting was 

also unaffected. These data compellingly demonstrate that APCs 

do not play conserved roles in axon polarization and outgrowth 

in all neurons. 

 How do we explain the discrepancies between our and 

earlier data? First, APCs may not play a universal role in neuro-

nal polarity in either fl ies or mammals, with effects in hippocam-

pal neurons the result of methods used to disrupt APC function. 

Because GSK3 has many substrates, including MAPs like Tau, 

GSK3 manipulation may affect substrates other than APC. Mis-

expression of APC fragments may sequester binding partners 

(e.g., GSK3, ASEF, and KIF3) with important roles in cytoskel-

etal regulation, blocking polarization even if APCs themselves 

play no essential role. Consistent with this, truncated APC2 has 

dominant-negative effects on cytoskeletal events in early em-

bryos in which APC2 plays only a modest role ( McCartney et al., 

2006 ). Second, effects in hippocampal neurons could refl ect 

APC ’ s role in Wnt signaling rather than a direct role in polariza-

tion. Wnts regulate axon outgrowth in  C. elegans , fl ies, and mam-

mals ( Yoshikawa et al., 2003 ;  Lu et al., 2004 ;  Hayden et al., 
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antibody and 1% normal goat serum in PTA (PBS + 0.1% Tween 20 + 0.2 
g/liter sodium azide) overnight at 4 ° C. Brains were washed and incu-
bated in secondary antibodies for 2 h at RT. The following antibodies were 
used: E7 mouse anti –  � -tubulin (1:250; Developmental Studies Hybridoma 
Bank [DSHB]), DCAD2 rat monoclonal anti – DE-cadherin (1:200; DSHB), 
N271A mouse anti-Arm monoclonal (1:200; DSHB), rat polyclonal anti-
APC2 (1:1,000;  McCartney et al., 2006 ), rabbit anti-APC1 (1:500; 
Y. Ahmed, Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH;  Hayashi et al., 1997 ), 
rabbit anti-Miranda (1:2,000; F. Matsuzaki, RIKEN, Kobe, Japan;  Ikeshima-
Kataoka et al., 1997 ), rabbit anti-aPKC (1:2,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy, Inc.), and Alexa-phalloidin (1:500; Invitrogen). Secondary antibodies 
were Alexa 488 or 546 (Invitrogen) and were used at a fi nal concentration 
of 1:500. Images were acquired on the same system as mentioned in the 
Live cell imaging of NBs section. 

 Statistical methods 
 A Fisher ’ s exact test was used to analyze the mutant bent spindle pheno-
type. An unpaired two-sample Student ’ s  t  test was used to compare cell 
cycle and mitosis durations. 

 Online supplemental material 
 Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 present data that APC double mutant clones show 
only background levels of APC2 and APC1 staining, respectively. Fig. S3 
shows that APC mutant NBs exhibit normal polarity. Table S1 shows NB 
asymmetric and persistent division. Video 1 shows a wild-type NB clone 
undergoing asymmetric division. Video 2 shows a  APC2 g10  APC1 Q8   mu-
tant NB undergoing asymmetric division. Video 3 shows an  APC2 d40  
APC1 Q8   mutant NB undergoing asymmetric division. Video 4 shows a con-
trol NB clone through two rounds of mitosis showing a persistent division 
axis. Video 5 shows an  APC2 d40  APC1 Q8   mutant NB through two rounds 
of mitosis showing a persistent division axis. Video 6 shows an  APC2 g10  
APC1 Q8   mutant NB through two rounds of mitosis showing a persistent di-
vision axis. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb
.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200807079/DC1. 
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Table S1. Neuroblast asymmetrical and persistent division 

Genotype Asymmetrical divisions Maintained division axis with 
daughter born next to  

previous daughter 

Wild-type clones 100%  
(n = 27) 

100%  
(n = 15) 

APC2d40 APC1Q8 100%  
(n = 20) 

100%  
(n = 8) 

APC2g10 APC1Q8 100%  
(n = 52) 

100%  
(n = 14) 

n, number of divisions analyzed. 

 


